Destination:

CARTAGENA
CHARISMATIC COLOMBIA FUSES SPONTANEITY
WITH TROPICAL RELAXATION
by ANNA CONSTANTINO

M

y eyes fixate on the crystal shoreline as our
plane descends over the Colombian coast.
A taxi ride from Cartagena to Isla Barú
offers a glimpse of cosmopolitan allure, yet
soon enough we immerse in an off-roading expedition to
the peninsula. Verdant backroads and a charming donkey
encounter prove to be well worth the turbulence. The car
slows to a halt and a pair of grandiose amber gates open,
unveiling the quintessential island getaway at Hotel Las Islas.
A safari-meets-paradise niche is realized when a flock of turkeys
grace us with a welcoming song under a canopy of mangroves.
My friend Ottocina and I arrive in the lobby, eager to explore the
property. Las Islas champions fifty-six bungalows, half of which
reside in lush treetops, the remainder wading by the turquoise
ocean. The concept of balance is clearly understood here, as
the yoga studio and gym sit adjacent to the ice cream parlor.
The plethora of activities at our disposal feels infinite, from
kayaking and boating to helicopter rides and reef snorkeling.
Carpe diem was truly the encompassing attitude of the trip’s
inception. Post-pandemic spontaneous jet-setting is a prospect

I consider on the regular–yet often easier dreamt than done.
Fortuitous timing arose when my agent at Santa Barbara
Travel Bureau suggested a South American excursion–a
seemingly unfamiliar yet enticing endeavor. One thing lead to
another, and suddenly I’m swan-diving into the Caribbean Sea.
As an island novice, I anticipate rising with the sounds of
crashing waves on white sand. Little do I know, the gecko screams
permeating the bungalow roof make for a wildly effective alarm
clock, instead. After dipping in our plunge pool and a hearty
helping of locally-harvested pitaya, we take a boat to the private
island, Isleta, a secondary property of the hotel boasting seclusion
and sanctuary. An afternoon of kayaking, peacock sightings, and
seaside reading puts us in a tranquil state–but that’s not to say the
island doesn’t have its surprises. Have you ever seen an iguana
do a belly flop? Yet another rarity checked off my bucket list.
Lounging works up an appetite, so naturally we opt for the
most accessible solution: three whole pineapples. We chop
them open with primitive demeanor, using only our hands and
a butter knife, enjoying every drop of the succulent treat. After
all, the jungle requires endurance. Our afternoon culminates

Hotel Las Islas
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"We jump into the warm water,
watching our feet and fingers illuminate
with every movement, a breathtaking
parallel to the stars above."

Casa San Augustin

Casa San Augustin

with dinner at Choco Bar, an enticing spot based on
its stunning locale and nonchalant embracement of
dining in a bikini. Ordering the Grilled Lobster is
instinctual, as I’m confident it was caught offshore
only hours before. It is the freshest lobster I’ve eaten–
yet the view still captures my unwavering attention.
Dinner is followed by a nighttime excursion to Isla
Cholon: the notorious “party beach” by day and host to
bioluminescence at night. My excitement heightens as
our boat whirs through a sea of blackness approaching
a lightning storm, a brilliant spectacle that our driver
reassures us is too distant to cause harm. We jump into the
warm water, watching our feet and fingers illuminate with
every movement, a breathtaking parallel to the stars above.

Alma Restaurant and Bar, Casa San Augustin
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We catch one final ocean sunrise before heading to
our next destination: Old Town Cartagena, or “the
walled city.” Rainbow-colored houses dripping with
bougainvillea line cobblestone paths leading us to
Hotel Casa San Agustín. The luxury hotel is wellknown for its colonial charm, preserving its original
architecture, frescoes, and iconic four-arch aqueduct.
The Casa is both sophisticated and playful–it’s the type of
place where you wind up with a mojito in-hand before you
have a chance to set down your bags. We tour the quaint

L*Space swimsuit
Casa San Augustin

grounds and bike through town on pastel cruisers, taking in
the neighborhood charm and mesmerizing fry stand scents.
A dip in the pool cools us off and we swiftly make our
way to Celele Restaurant, a renowned culinary gem of
the region. Upon arriving, a wave of comfort comes over
me as if stepping into someone’s eclectic home, chatter
buzzing and drinks flowing. We watch the chef prepare
dishes from our table, a lively spectacle and sensory
experience. Feasting on pulled pork confit and fresh fish
quenches our appetite for authentic cuisine that captures
the scope of the region’s ingredients and techniques.
We wake with church bells and a basket of buttery pastries,
followed by a morning massage. I am greeted with a kiwi
popsicle and the world’s softest robe at Arum Spa, where
a blissful hour blips by and afterward I retreat to the
steam room to detoxify. Our afternoon takes us through
Getsemani, a neighborhood popularized for its museumworthy graffiti, lively bistros, and eclectic charm. We land

in the whimsical Parque del Centenario. The Park reveals
itself as a midtown “zoo,” as the squeaks of baby macaque
monkeys and a family of sloths pull our attention to the trees.
A fruit stand pit-stop and two cold beers later, we arrive at
the marina for a Colombian culinary class with Foodies.
Sailboats glide on the water as we sip on rum and smash
plantains. We leave with full bellies and a soothing buzz–
the calm before the storm. A humid downpour catches us
by surprise, leaving us no choice but to dash back to our
hotel on foot. We race through narrow streets and alleyways,
stomping through puddles with youthful demeanor.
The hotel gates swing open and we scurry inside. A sigh of
relief–or perhaps delight. I throw myself on the feathery
duvet, my hair in wet whisps, as I relish in the adrenaline. A
taxi home would have been the obvious move–but Colombia
has taught me that there’s nothing fun about predictability.
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